G.P.S. WILD ABOUT SHOOTING

SHOOTING BAGS AND CASES
With the Innovative Visual I.D. Storage System™

THE "HANDGUNNER" BACKPACK

Where Quality and Innovation run Wild.
Our New **G.P.S. Wild About Shooting**® series of bags and cases feature a well thought-out storage system for the gun enthusiast. Separate pockets store your most frequently used items for their protection and easy retrieval. We have designed this new series of bags and cases around our new patent pending **Visual I.D. Storage System™** that helps the shooter quickly access Shooting Glasses, Ear Plugs, Ear Muffs, Tools, Binoculars, Cleaning items and much more. Each specific series of these new bags and cases are tailored to the shotgun, hand gun, long gun and black powder shooter for their specific needs. We pride ourselves with quality and leading edge innovation.

G.P.S. Wild About Shooting is a registered trademark of G-Outdoors, Inc.

**Visual I.D. Storage System™**

Using our innovative new Patent Pending **Visual I.D. Storage System™** a shooter can quickly identify where a shooting accessory is stored and quickly access it with a minimum of trouble. Each pocket is designed to protect and store these shooting items. All of our range bags and cases feature eye and ear pockets that are velour lined to protect the lenses of fine shooting glasses. Each ear plug pocket is also lined to protect custom molded ear pieces.

Always wear eye and ear protection for the future of our shooting sports.
Sporting Clays Shooting

**Sporting Clays Range Bag**
This medium size Sporting Clays Range Bag is perfect for storing 8 - 10 boxes of shotgun shells and with convenient lift ports on each end that allows for easy lifting. The shooting bag also features the new Visual I.D. Storage System™ for your primary items such as Shooting Glasses, Ear Plugs and Ear Muffs. The front pocket has 7 clear tubes for choke tube or snap cap storage and a triple elastic for storing a 3 piece cleaning rod and other accessories. 4 side pockets allow for more storage of a Wad-out Tool, Tokens, Bore Snake, Score Sheet, Extra Pencils, Tools and more. The bag even features a waterproof pull-out cover to help keep the contents dry in case of a sudden rain. **GPS-1411SC**

**Sporting Clays Backpack**
A new “free standing” Backpack allows for hands free transportation to and from the range. Our new Sporting Clays Backpack was designed to allow the avid clays target shooter an easier way to transport his gear. Items like Ammo, Shooting Glasses, Ear Protection, Shooting Pouch or Vest, Choke Tubes, Cleaning Supplies, Empty Hulls, Score Card, Pencil and more can all be carried in a compact Backpack. By utilizing our Visual ID Storage System™ we have designed separate pockets that store your most frequently used items for added protection and easy retrieval. This backpack features a removable mesh hull bag that snaps to the top side to carry your spent hulls. The Sporting Clays backpack also features a waterproof pull out cover to help keep contents dry in case of a sudden rain. **GPS-1611SC**

**Sporting Clays Binder**
A small compact binder designed to store and protect your critical shooting items. Allows you to carry your back-up Shooting Glasses, Extra Ear Protection, Score Sheet, Pencil, Cleaning Supplies, Snap Caps, Extra Choke Tubes, Tokens, Tools, Wad Out and more. This handy binder will probably stay in you vehicle, however you can quickly access your items utilizing the Visual I.D. Storage System™. **GPS-1511SC**

**Shell Tote**
Leather Handle Shotshell tote - Carry 6 boxes of 12 ga. shells in this handy tote. We have designed this tote with a Shooting Glass pocket and double Ear Plug pockets. Now you have a great place to store your Shells, Shooting Glasses and Ear Protection. **GPS-1255TOT**

**Deluxe Shell Pouch**
Our new Double pouch shell belt comes with an adjustable wide web belt that fits from 30" - 52". The heavy Duty material holds it shape so it is easier to pull shells. This unit features our Visual ID Storage System for the Shooting Glasses and Ear Plugs where each pocket is specifically designed to hold and protect their contents with a soft velour lining. **GPS-1093CSP**

**Shell Apron**
A simple two pocket shotshell apron from years past. One size fits all apron that holds 25 shotshells per side. An inexpensive way for a beginner to carry shot shells to shoot. Made from the same tough material and bar tacked stitched in the stress points. **GPS-1808SHA**

**Choke Tube Case**
Finally an adjustable choke tube case that fits the standard choke tubes that come with your shotgun as well as ported and extended choke tubes. 6 adjustable compartments that keep the tubes from sliding around. **GPS-350CTB**
Our newest range bag features a first in Range Bag technology, oversized ATV wheels, a wide mouth top opening and a telescoping handle for easy transport. Why not have all of your heavy ammo, pistols and shooting gear in a wheeled range bag? We have incorporated our Visual ID Storage System into this new bag. All components of our storage system including storage pockets for Eye and Ear protection, Targets, Stapler, Tape, Binos, Tools, Cleaning supplies, Extra Magazines, and an innovative fold out Vertical Handgun Holder. This new handgun holder allows the shooter to store two medium or small frame handguns inside the bag in a secure vertical storage format that allows better organization at the range. We constructed this new Rolling Range bag with the same strong materials used in making better grade luggage. A rigid internal frame with 6 metal rivets ensure it’s long term durability. Bigger is Better!  

GPS-2215RB

**Large Rolling Range Bag**

This new range bag features a first in Range Bag technology, oversized ATV wheels, a wide mouth top opening and a telescoping handle for easy transport. Why not have all of your heavy ammo, pistols and shooting gear in a wheeled range bag? We have incorporated our Visual ID Storage System into this new bag. All components of our storage system including storage pockets for Eye and Ear protection, Targets, Stapler, Tape, Binos, Tools, Cleaning supplies, Extra Magazines, and an innovative fold out Vertical Handgun Holder. This new handgun holder allows the shooter to store two medium or small frame handguns inside the bag in a secure vertical storage format that allows better organization at the range. We constructed this new Rolling Range bag with the same strong materials used in making better grade luggage. A rigid internal frame with 6 metal rivets ensure it’s long term durability. Bigger is Better!  

GPS-2215RB

**The “Handgunner” Backpack**

This new “free standing” backpack allows for hands free transportation to and from the range. Our new “Handgunner Backpack” was designed to allow the avid Handgun shooter a way to transport his Handguns, Ammo, Shooting Glasses, Ear Protection, Targets, Stapler, Tape, Binos, Shooting mats, Cleaning Supplies all in a compact Backpack. By utilizing our Visual ID Storage System- we have designed separate pockets that store your most frequently used items for added protection and easy retrieval. The most unique feature is the inside Storage Cradle that slides in and out of the lower compartment. This foam cradle was designed to hold 4 medium to small size handguns in a VERTICAL format. This Vertical format allows for ease of use at the range and added protection from 360 degrees. This Cradle is made of high density foam and is cut with a CNC machine to cradle each pistol by its trigger guard. Just slide out the cradle at the range and keep all 4 pistols organized. After shooting, remove the cradle with the handguns inside for cleaning and then for storage in your gun safe. No need to open and close pistol cases or rugs each time you intend to use. The “Handgunner” backpack also features a waterproof pull-out cover to help keep the contents dry in case of a sudden rain.  

GPS-1711BP

**Large Range Bag**

This magnum sized bag is designed to carry multiple handguns plus ammo for all. The long gun shooter will also appreciate the large U shape top opening for ease of securing ammo. Both side pockets drop down for added protection for weapons and the backside “drop pocket” features a hook and loop backing for securing multiple ammo dump cups, for sorting bulk ammo or for saving brass for reloading. This large bag has every available Visual I.D. Storage System™ pocket we currently offer. We have added lift ports for easy maneuverability and metal hardware on the shoulder strap for durable hands free transportation. Large loop zipper pulls allow for a lock to be added to secure all areas for legal transport. Bigger is Better!  

GPS-2014LRB  Also available in Digital Camo - GPS-2014LRBDC

**Medium Range Bag**

This medium size range bag is perfect for the hand gun or long gun shooter. We have incorporated our new Visual I.D. Storage System™ that helps the shooter quickly access Shooting Glasses, Ear Plugs, Ear Muffs, Binoculars, Shooting Targets, Tools, Ammo Dump Cups (2), Stapler, Tape or Cleaning Supplies. Lift ports are on each end of the bag for easy maneuvering with 2 hands. The bag features padded walls and bottom to protect firearms and ammo while traveling to and from the range. This bag features metal hardware for the shoulder strap for durability and hands-free transportation. Large loop zipper pulls allow for a lock to be added to secure all areas for legal transport. Bigger is Better!  

GPS-1411MRB  Also available in Digital Camo - GPS-1411MRBDC
Our new Black Powder Range bag was designed for the Black Powder enthusiast. We have incorporated a special front drop down pocket that allows for storage of the critical items needed to load a Black Powder Weapon. These elastic loop storage slots are designed for a Bullet Starter, Nipple Wrench, Nipple Pick, Capping Tool, Funnel and more. We have incorporated our Visual I.D Storage System into this new bag. All components of our storage system including storage pockets for Eye and Ear protection, Targets, Stapler, Tape, Binos and Tools and a new “Powder Zippered Pouch”. We have included a separated pouch for an added level of moisture control for bulk black powder or Pyrodex® pellets. This is the first Range Bag to incorporate the needs of the Black Powder shooter in one small concise Range bag. This unit comes with an embroidered logo on the front stating “Black Powder Bag” so it can be easily identified on the retail shelf as well as home. GPS-1621BLP

Our new Black Powder Binder is a great way to organize and store all of your tools for the Black Powder shooter. This hard sided binder features inside storage pockets for a Bullet Starter, Nipple Wrench, Nipple Pick, Capping Tool, Funnel and much more. The inside zippered pockets allow for additional storage and see through pages for quick access of frequently used items. GPS-1521BLP

The Quad Pistol Case was designed to carry up to 4 pistols in a thick tricot quilted lining. The 2 side pockets are designed to open and lay flat allowing for organized space at the range. In one side pocket we have incorporated our new Visual I.D Storage System™ that helps the shooter quickly identify and access Shooting Glasses, Ear Plugs, Tools and the Ammo Dump Cup. The other side pocket is designed to store a can of break free, additional magazines and has a triple elastic for a cleaning rod and other accessories. Large loop zipper pulls allow for a lock to be added to secure all areas for legal transport. GPS-1310PC Also available in Digital Camo GPS-1310PCDC

Our new Double Pistol Case is perfect for the 1 or 2 pistol owner that wants to keep all of their shooting essentials in one place. This case features a thick tricot quilted lining to protect the inside pistol and comes with our Visual I.D Storage System™ for Shooting Glasses, Ammo Dump Cup, Ear Plugs and Extra Magazine holder. Large loop zipper pulls allow the case to be secured with a lock for legal transport. Truly one case for all the basics! GPS-1308PC Also available in Pink - GPS-1308PCPK

A new metal target stand that can adjust for the different shooting organization’s requirements. This new stand can adjust from 18” wide up to 24” wide. This allows for Official IDPA, IPSC, USPSA and the B-27 silhouette targets all to be used with the same adjustable stand. Features a powder coated finish and 4 stake holes for any wind condition. GPS-1824MTS

A new metal target stand that holds all targets with its 24” width. This stand features a hinged support bracket that allows the unit to fold into a compact unit for travel or storage. Features include a gray powder coated finish and 4 stake holes for securing in all wind conditions. Boxed retail packaging with a descriptive color photo make this much easier than other metal target stands to merchandise at the retail level. GPS-2400MTS
For use on the Carpeted Interior of Gun Safes.

Looking for additional storage space in your carpeted gun safe? Storing your shooting accessories has never been easier with the new Gun Safe Modular Storage System. This new system expands the areas of storage within all gun safes by conveniently utilizing any area that has carpeting on the inner walls or inside door. Our Patent Pending system features a hook and loop backing that is sewn directly onto the back side of each modular storage item. This allows the shooter to store many accessory items between shelves and inside walls that are unused in most gun safes.

For the Home Protection/Self Defense firearm owner that will store most of his firearms in a safe, this new modular system offers the quickest way to access Extra Magazines, Speed Loaders or Extra Shot Shells. Just load up these 3 modular items and mount them inside the gun safe door where they can be found quickly and conveniently even in the dark.

This new Gun Safe Modular Storage System encompasses the most common shooting enthusiast accessory storage pouches. No need for drilling, just put the Modular Storage Pouch in the area you desire and expand the storage capability of your gun safe instantly.

---

Magnetic Gun Safe Modular Storage System

For use on the Metal Interior or Exterior of Gun Cabinets and Safes

Looking for additional storage space in your gun safe? Storing your shooting accessories has never been easier with the new Magnetic Gun Safe Modular Storage System. This new system expands the areas of storage on the inner walls or inside door of all metal gun safes. Our Patent Pending System has a Magnetic backing sewn directly into the back side of each modular storage item. This allows the shooter to store accessory items between shelves, inside walls or even the exterior of gun cabinets in space that is most unused.

For the Home Protection/Self Defense firearm owner that will store most of his firearms in a locked safe, this new modular system offers the quickest way to access Extra Magazines, Speed Loaders or Extra Shot Shells. Just load up these 3 modular items and mount them inside or outside the gun safe door where they can be found quickly and conveniently even in the dark.

This new Gun Safe Modular Storage System encompasses the most common shooting enthusiast accessory storage pouches. No need for drilling, just put the Magnetic Modular Storage Pouch in the area you desire and expand your storage capability instantly.
## Shooting Accessories

### Firearm Trigger Scale
Many new firearms feature adjustable triggers. Now you can adjust and check your handgun, rifle or shotgun trigger pull yourself. No gunsmith bill to pay. Aluminum anodized body, curved stainless trigger pull, rubber dipped handle to avoid scratches. This scale reads in 1/4 pound increments from 0 - 11 pounds with the “TELL TALE” stopping at the peak trigger pull weight. Can be set up for right or left hand use and is very easy to read. **GPS-380GTS**

### Shotgun Wad Punch-out Tool
A must for the avid shotgun reloading shooter. Our new 36” telescoping tool snaps open to unplug barrels with a stuck wad or other debris. This unit consists of six lightweight aluminum tubes that snap together with a shock cord and can be operated easily with one hand. Collapses down to 7 1/2” x 1” and secured with a hook and loop wrap it is small enough to carry in a vest or shooting pouch. **GPS-366WO**

### Foam Pistol Cradle
This foam storage cradle design allows the user to store 4 medium size pistols in neutral position. This new design is unique as it holds most Glocks, Berettas and 1911 handguns by the Trigger guard. The foam cradle is made from closed cell foam that will not absorb moisture and is precision cut by a CNC machine to hold and cradle each handgun in a neutral position for transport or storage in a gun safe. Also fits The “Handgunner” backpack. **GPS-F400CR**

## Hunting Accessories

### Big Game Skinning Tool
One handed operation that grips the skin of deer, elk, moose or pronghorn. This new tool helps the hunter grip and pull the cape with one hand while cutting and capping with the other. It features 72 interlocking teeth that grip the hide and can be easily opened and repositioned with a slip of the cam locking system. **GPS-360SGT**

### Lightweight Razor Gut Hook (Twin Pack)
Designed with stainless steel razor blades that cut through hide and skin like butter. The curved lip helps prevent puncturing any inner organs. The large finger holes make this skinning tool easy to control. Blaze orange for better visibility in the field. Comes in a twin pack. **GPS-365GH2**

### Pelvic Bone Saw
This newest generation bone saw cuts through bone easily with its stainless wire. Just grip the new ergonomic designed handles and pull back and forth. The new handles are designed to store the wire inside the channels of each handle. This is the best way to store a bone saw. Lightweight and compact it weighs only 2 ounces. Includes a case for transport and storage. **GPS-355PBS**
G.P.S. WILD ABOUT SHOOTING
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Product images and additional information can be downloaded directly from our web site at:
www.GoutdoorsProducts.com

Where Quality and Innovation run Wild.
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PATENTS PENDING